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a special form of shiva is observed in the form of pratyangira devi on ekadasi. she is known as chatru naashini. when chanting the mool mantra of pratyangira devi, you can start attaining the goal of the mool mantra and
attain happiness. but there is a big condition that you must chant the mantra with utmost devotion and respect. to chant the mantra, people have to give up their attachment to various things in life. tulasi devotees chant
the mool mantra of pratyangira devi and see the glow in their life. they also get rid of problems caused by enemies and achieve success. it is believed that chanting the mool mantra of pratyangira devi relieves the mind

of worries and clears the path for peace and happiness. pratyangira devi stotra in tamil is a form of worshiping goddess pratyangira devi. the government of india has provided a package to every devotee who chants
pratyangira devi stotra for seven days. this package includes pratyangira devi stotra audio, pratyangira devi stotra video, pratyangira devi stotra audio in tamil, pratyangira devi stotra audio in hindi, pratyangira devi

stotra audio in english and pratyangira devi stotra audio in telugu. the stotra is often heard on durgashtami. on this day, we offer prayers to pratyangira devi and take blessings of this goddess. pratyangira devi is believed
to be chatru naashini, which simply means destroyer of enemies. she is also referred to as pattee gangai, which means a great mother. shiva stotras and mantras are sacred to chant on various days. only on shani

dashami, the day of shani dev can you offer prayers to the goddess. if you are facing problems caused by enemies and want to get rid of them, chant the mool mantra of pratyangira devi on this day. the mool mantra is
the most sacred mantra for shani dev and has to be chanted in front of the idol. chanting the mool mantra also helps you overcome the problems caused by enemies.
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we will tell you the benefits of chanting pratyangira devi mool mantra so that you can worship
her in the best possible manner. to get the benefits of pratyangira devi mool mantra, you need
to chant the mool mantra. she is the destroyer of the enemies of devotees. those who chant the
mool mantra will get the maximum benefits. her mool mantra is pratyangira devimoola. one can
recite it in front of her idol or can go to a temple and offer prayers in the temple. however, it is

better to go to a temple and offer prayers as her temples are in many parts of the country.
devotees who are in distress can go to her temples and can get their problem solved in no time.

some of her other names are narasimhi, narasimhika, narasimbigai, and sarabeshwari. the
benefits of chanting pratyangira devi mool mantra are numerous. some of them are listed

below. you can chant her mool mantra to get all these benefits in no time. it is best to go to a
temple and offer prayers as her temples are in many parts of the country. devotees who are in
distress can go to her temples and can get their problem solved in no time. some of her other
names are narasimhi, narasimhika, narasimbigai, and sarabeshwari. rudra sangam is the first

level of pratyangira pranayam. devi is the first level shakthi, and her mantra the first syllable of
her mantra. pratyanga means expansion and rudra means the encompassing one. pratyanga is
the expansion of our body.rudra saham is the next level of pratyangira praanayam. rudra means
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the expanding one, and saham means form. this is the second level of pratyangira. pratyanga is
the expansion of our mind. rudra namaskara is the third level of pratyangira pranayam. rudra
namaskara is the expansion of our intelligence. pratyanga is the expansion of our soul. rudra

jalneti is the fourth level of pratyangira pranayam. rudra jalneti is the expansion of our
consciousness. pratyanga is the expansion of our entire being. rudra pranayam is the final level
of pratyangira pranayam. rudra pranayam is the expansion of our being. the last syllable is the

syllable "ya". when we chant this mantram, we are totally absorbed in the presence of the
divine. the sound of the syllable "ya" is like the sound of the om at the end of a mantra. the first
and last syllables of this mantra are om.one can chant this mantra with sound of om and then

with sound of "ya" and so on. these three om sound represent the three worlds, the three times,
and the three places (earth, heaven and nether worlds). we chant this mantra in om namah

shivaya. then we chant this mantra in om asya devaya. then we chant this mantra in om vyaya
devaya. this mantra is very powerful. the entire universe is full of om and so is the entire

being.if you chant with "a" at the beginning, you are chanting to the "a" level of the entire
being, the entire universe and the entire being. the very first level of a mantra of pratyangira

devi is "a". only then you can chant this mantra of devi pratyangira in full.the beginning sound
of "a" is the most intense and powerful sound of sound of "a". the mantra of devi pratyangira is

om ah hum. this can be considered to be the first syllable of this mantra. the next syllable is
"argha". "argha" means the divine qualities which are all pervasive. from the first syllable of this
mantra, we chant the pratyangira mantra as a single syllable. once you chant the mantra as a

single syllable, you will receive the blessings of this devi.that is why the mantra of pratyangira is
a single syllable. pratyangira devi mantra in tamil pdf download when you chant the mantra in

the form of three om's, then that is the second level of this mantra. the second level of this
mantra is om ah hum. as you chant the mantra of devi pratyangira, you chant om ah hum. om

ah hum is the entire universe. it is the great mother. it is the great father. it is the infinite
mother. it is the infinite father. it is the infinite creation, the creation of the infinite universe. the

second level of this mantra is the universe, the entire universe, and the entire creation.
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